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Army personnel man~agers have a 'continuing need to select,, classify, anJ assign
ýk to training and jobs large numbers of men who enter the service.- The Army Classifi.-

cation Battery (ACE) is an ;ntegral part of the assignment process; the Army Research
S I Institutels Training Technology and Ciassifi~catior1 Work Unit Area has an ongoing

~I resf-arch prcgram to keep the class~fication battery effective and up to date. As part
Sof the overalIl effort, a new ACE and aptitude area system harve been developed which

_ ~~result in. an improved system of classification for tratning and jobs. Technical I--
Research Report 1177 describes these newa- tests, and Technical Research Note 2390 eval-

Suates themn aS predictors of su~ccess..-,'"e preaent publication addresses the valt~e of

__ selection and classification testing -programs in relation. to job training success andA the suitsz..il-ty of the tests for subgroups of the manpvver availlable to the ATray.

The various testing programs in the Army's enlisted persor.tntli system are Ge-j scrlib-ed; the relationships between testing program, training contenat and method, and
utilization on the job are probed; and the methodology seplidby wvbchth

S validity of tie tests is established. Analysis of measures of performance fn job
training progr~ams a-ad ratings of job performance reveals that training perforu-Ance is
more satisfactory -than job ratings for evaluating tlent effectiveness. How well _.ests
predict perfor~nnce i7% training programs and the relation between test. scores and

other indexes o~f success are examinred separately for Negroes and whires.
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15. ABSTRACT continued

S'Selecticn and classification tests are effective in identifying
potential Ti-iirs In Army training progra-s ard for assignirg men to
jobs where their potential is best used and where they can best serve
the Army. Aptitude test scoresa-re-usefu. indicators of the proficiency i-

Ji• and grade a man can attain of the time requirrd-tobring a trainee to a
minimum level of performance, and in identifying general categories--men
eligible for officer training, for example. The tests are not only re-
lated ':o rate of promotion in the Army but to civilian earnings after
separatiou from setvice, for both Negroes and whites. The tests are.
equad.y effective in predicting performance in job traiting for Negroes
and whites. While Negroes makc lower average scores, their training per-
formance is correspondingly lower, comparable tw that of whites with the
same level of test scores.

SA general criticism of tests, p~rticularly military tests, has ,--•-z!

;1a:isen in recent years. Analysis suiports the usefulness of tests in ,he
I.rmy's personnel systems despite ch./_neing concepts in the Army's mission,
-- particularly as the tests themselvos are coz.Uinually i'examined to meet
chang,;d requirements. -
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FOREWORD

_ ;N
AF1I's Training Technology & Classification Worlt Unit Aie 10~i~ pwhlgcal

rrmm~urement methiods to enable the Army to make best use of ths sk~lis ard am itudes o t
eniistd personnel throg inrasnl e-urt an ifrti~ted i iasuras of z;?w ja
mtnt~al. Researh is conducted to man ain a improve the ef civenets o: fl-: Army
initer."~ with the ciass~fication tests and thu; affect -the basis for utilization of tbv imlisrsed
inpuz-hartja in trai.aing proqrams and job content and environment, for example.

Im present Research Repor? addresses fth value of selection and classification testing
programs in relation to job training success and the suitability of the tests for subgroups of the
meanpower available to The Army. The entire resarch work unit area is respopsive to speciai
requ~remenu- of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel aid the U. S. Continental Asrmy
Command, as vwell as to objectives, of Army RDTE Project 20062106A-,22, Selection and.
Behavioral Evaluatiop, FY 197310Work Program.

Technical Direet,,r
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EFFECTIVENESS OF SELECTION AND CLASSIFICATION TESTING

BRCIEF

Requirement:

To Ptovils a genrral evaluation of the Army's selection and classification testing programs in
terms :ýf their cortribution to effective utilization of the manpower available to the Army.

Procedors:

The vario- testing progrSIms in the Army's enlisted personnel system are described, and theI relationships between Mesting program, training content and method. anid utilization on the job are
probed. A brief explanatior is ý*ven of tte methodology by which the effectiveness--th.at is, theI
validity--of the tests is established. Analysis of measures of performance in job training programs
and ratings of perfornmane on 1ttie job reveals that training performance is more satisfactory than
job ratings for evaluating the effectiveness of selection and classification tests. How wel; tests
prf.dict perf-rmance in job training proggrr's and the relationship between test scores and other
indexes of suwccts are examined separate!-, for Negroes and whites.

Findings:

Selection and classification terts through t-wenty years of research and experience have
de monstrated their effectivemiss ir idenatifying potential fai~ures in Army traininq p-agrairs and

jfar getting meen into jobs wtvire the~r po~eatiall is best utilized and they can best serve the Army.
Aptitude test s ores are usef it ndicators of the level of proficierxy arid grade a mar can attain and
of the time req17ired to bring a trainee ~o a minimum level nf performance. They are also us(-fu* in
identifying general cateqories J inputf--men enigible for training to becom-e officers, for example.
The tests are related to rate of oromnotion in -zhe Anny ancz te civiiian earnings after separation
f rom,, ser vice. Much the samee order of relationship nolds for P, ;roes and whites.

The tests have been four i to be equally offective as predictors of performance in job tiaining
for Negroes and whites. While Negro-es score lovv~r on these, their training performaonce is
c"3rrespondinigly lower. Their training pe;fotqmnnc is comparable to that of whites witih the same
level of test scores.

Utilization of Firtdcigs:

The present vrepor. analyzes the generall criticisin. of tests, and of military tPUst in piirlicular,ith a t have arisen iin recent years. The analysis supcoris the usefulness of tests in the Army',
persor'nei systerm despile changing concepts m the Army's m~ission. Long-standing test practices in
enliste-Z and of ficer programs are cmV.n§.ually being reexamined with a view to adjusting suc.ri
programns in the light of changing requiremnwrts.

I
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EFFECTIVENESS OF SELECTION AND CLAqS-!F!CATi10-N TESTING

OVERVIEW

Each year, the U. S. Army must obtain thousands of new soldiers and
relepare them to become productive workers in their units. Accomplishment

of -ssaigned missions in the Army is critical to the nation and often a
matter of life and death to the individual soldier. Selection and classi-
fication Zesting has been used by Army personnel managers for many vears
to enhance the Arno's capability to accomlish its mission. The effec-
tiveness of selection and classification testing in the Army is examined
in the present report. A description of the tests is given, together
with an explanation of how their effectiveness is determined. Their
effectiveness in predicting job training and other indexes of success is
examined separately for Negroes and whites. Finally, the interrelation-
ship of tests, training, and utilization on the job is considered.

Army personnel managers need efficient and effective means of identi,
fying men who can I.ofit from job training and contribute to accomplish-

•---! menu of unit missions; men who qu.alify ior training must then be classi-
fi.ed to determine the types of job in which they can profitably serve
the Army.

Historical solutions to problems of selection and classification,
both military and civilian, have relied on personal interviews, informa-.
tion about prior education and work experience, trial-and-error decisions,
even :andom assignment. Al, these techniques are costly in terms of tlire
required to arrive at a reasonable decision or in terms of error;, in
assignment, or both. The modern solution used by the Army and by the
other armed services in this country is selection and classifica*:ion
setoftesting.

The first decision the Army makes about an individual is wht-ther I I• I should be accessioned--that is, inducted or accepted for military ser_,_ce-
j f To be accessioned a person must be mentally, physically, and mtrally

qualified. Mental qualification is determined primarily on th-• basis ,fthe Armed Forces Quolification Test (AFT). For marginal menn supp-i•un-

tary evidence of trainability is required. Marginal men are Lhose who
are above the minimum level--above the bottom 10 percent of t'v poptll-j tion of young men aged 18-25--but below &the top 70 percent. most of the
tup 70 percent can succeed in some Army job, and they are accepted with
no further mental qualification. The bottom 10 percent iticlades a gronp
in which a preponderant percentage would be failures in t'te Army. rien
in this category are therefore not accepted for service. Men in the
marginal group may succeed in the Army under favoratle c!3ndicions. To

|identify mirgina 1 men who are- likely to meet training an.rd -'ob require-

ment, the Army has usualiv recuired additional evidence of trainability.
Th-is e!videncr- is obtained from aptitude scores tn the Array Qualification
Battery (AQB).-



For each man accessioned into Army enlisted service, the second
decision is determination of the job area for which he is best qual.ified.
The Arm, Classification-Batteery (ACB) is used to classify men according
to their aptitudes or potential for success in different Army jobs.

TESTS USED IN SELECTION AND (CLASSIFICATION

The AFQT is a measure of general trainability composed of 100
questio= cr items equallv divided among word knowledge, arithmetic
reasoning, spatial perception, and knowledge of tool functions. Items
s.imilar to items in the AI!QT are widely used in the civitiin sector to
measure potential for success in formal academic training and ir. selec-
tion for jobs of all types at all levels. The AFQT yields a single
global assessment of potential to perform successfully in the variety
of Ar•y job training progrsms. The AFQT is described in Appendix . 2.

The Army Qualification Battery (AQB) is used as a supplementary
acreen to determine mental qualification by measuring the individual's
strengths and weaknesses for different kinds of jobs. The current AQB ýJ
assesses the person's potential in seven aptitude or job areas: Infan-
try. Armor-Artillery-Engineering, Electronic Maintenanee, Mechanical
Maintenance, General Maintenance, Clerical-Administrative, and General
Technical. A Radio Code score can also be obtained for men who apply
for a job in the Radio Code area. The Armry Classification Battery (ACB),

•I given to new recruit= at Reception Stations, is similar to the AQ3,
except that the component tests are longer. Eight aptitude area scores
are obtained. These are the same as those obtained from the AQB, plus
a Radio Code Aptitude score.

Content of most of the tests in the AQB and the ACB i8 similar to
that of differential aptitude L-v•tterieý used in the civilian sector for
vocational Suidat.ce or for job placement, or both. The tests used by
the Army have been developed spacifically to meet the Army's needs, and
too, the General information Test and t.e Classification Inveittory,
have subject matter unique in the Army. The tests making up the AQB and
tne ACB are described in Appendix T.

DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF THE TESTS THROUGH RESEARCH

The Army Research Institute for ths Behavioral and Social Sciences
(ARI) in the Office of the ChCef of Research and Development has a
continuing research program to develop and improve selection and Lla.pi-
fication tests. The research steps typically followed by ARI in develop-
ing a test and in determining its predictive accuracy--or validating
it--are as follows:

The Army Selection and classification tests described in this report
were in use prior to I May 19-73, on which date a Army Classification
Battery was introduced. The principles and conclusions presented in
this report a're not affected by that change.

Lz~ij~j



1. Definit ion of t'he problem., or the purpose for which the test
oz batte~ry of tests is required,

2. Construction of the test or tests d,_.g'ied to measure aptitudes.,
~ j interests, oz other personal characteristics that predict performance in

ths Army.

3. Deeiding how the soldier performance i5 to be measured. Perfor-
rzz be in j.-b training coutses or on the job, and constitutes the

"Icriterinn" thtý i:ests should predict.

4. Measurement of soldier performance.

5. Aralysis of the items or tests to select those that contribute
to efectie prediction of the criterton, an o2idefective combina-

Lions of p redictors. An effective test '.c ptedictor is one that shows a
close correspondence to the criter-letn nzzasure of perf~rmance.

Measurernent of Performance

The measur~ement of soldier perfori-wnce (Step 4) is a critical step
in research to evaluate 'the effectiveness of a test. Evaluationts of how
welt, a maa is performing or. the job are not fourvi ready-made; just as
tests have to be developed to predict pertormance, so pro.zedures must be
d~eveloped to assess how well a man is pfrf~ormi-ag in his assignmert.

Ideally, zssessment of per'fornuance ot, all felevant training and job
tasks would bp complete!-ac~ae.Hwvr since job duties vary from
tocation to location, from supervisor to iupervisor, and even from time
to time, no universal or absclute measure of Io pef-acecn
obtained. The best that can accomplishea is to cotain an estimate of
a man's performance under a range of job conditions. The estimate is
fined snatifcoy~so sampling the jobt aemandse o jb nt~ bulc n iva hadetuate

tejob iz likely to demand of him. A critical reseaich problem is to

criterion o~f performaxice against which to evet>,ate Ztie tests.

Performance testing, that Is, assessing how well a maxi does on a
specified set of tasks, has appeal as a critLerion of competence on the
job. However, performance tests, no matter how carefully and expertly
deviedcan include only part of what men do and are expected to do on

the job. lit addition, performance testing typically covers only the
minimum job requirements, and thus does not assess the critical compo-
nent of how we'll the man can apply his skills and 1;nowledge to new
situaticns. The criterion should be an assessment of typical performance

RE' over an extended period of time, and performan-ce testing ordinarily is
conducted in a brief period. such as one or two days. Thus, a man may be

4
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highly motivated to extel on the limited performance test, but his
typical performance may be at a lower level. The converse may also be
true: A man may get excessively nervous over the test and score below
his typical level of performance.

To obtain measures of typical pe~formance in real work environments,
researchers have frequently relied on ratings of performance tmade by
stpervisors or fellow workers, or both. One assumption underlying the
use of ratings is that a representative sampling of duty positions,
workers, and supervisors covers most of the job demands, and chus on the
whole the relevant aspects of the job are included in the criterion
assessment. Another assumption is that the rater, whether supervisor or
fellow worker, considers a man's performance in light of the responsi-
bilities that are part of the job. The rating includes not only how well
the man can perform the tasks but also how well he actually meets the
demands; in contrast to performance tests, ihich asse.s only competence
or skill in accomplishing specified tasks, ratings ieflect both compe-
tence and willingness to get the job done. Ratings suffer from a short-
coming in that they are subject to great variability because there are
no objective standards by which a worker's performance can be asseased.
Subjective impressions play a large part in r3tings, and thus ratings

do not fully satisfy the scientific requiremE.ts of objectivity and
standard conditions.

The criterion that is scientifically adequate and usually preferred
by redearrhers is evaluations of performance in j.;b training courses.
Such evaluations are based on a better sampling of job demands than are
performance tests, and are more objective than ratings. During job
trz.ining, a man's performance is observed over an extended period of time
in fairly standard situations. Since many men are being trained, each
maai's performance can be compared to that of a large number of others
who are also learning the job. In contrast, the typical job env-roment
has a limited number of workers at the same level, and the supervisor
must base his evaluations on a limited sampling of men. In job training,
objective standards of performa:..e have been 6eveloped, and all trainees
are evaluated against these standards. The assumptions underlying the
use of training grades as a, criterion are 1) that the curriculim builders
for Army school courses, because of their extensive experience as workers
and .rainers, have incorporated the most important job skills and knowl-
eage into the training programs, and 2) that all trainees go through
much the same instructional materials. Grades obtained in training
courses provide assessments of the men's ability to accomplish a uniform
set of job tasks, and also to a degree theiz capacity to generalize to
new situations. Granted, Lraining grades are one step rcuoved from per-
formance on real-life job dv-ies. However. because they satisfy scien-
tific requirements for exrtnsive sampling of tasks plus providing objec-
tive evaluatic-ns in standard situotions of how well the man is doing,
they are generally used by r;searchers as criteria.

F A
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Sirce almost all Array enlisted men receive extended job training
befor- they are assigned to their first job duty position, the first
decision about new accessions is to determine which job they should be
trained for. Hence, the primary consideration in developing Arnay
selection and classification tests has been to predict performance in
job training rather than performance on the job. Prior to training, Army
personnel managers know almost nothing about the capabilities of the
newly accessioned men except their aptitude test scores, and an effi-
cient and effective means of assessing pote':.ial is a must to enable
making intelligent dec4 sions. Once the man is assigned to training. his
performance and potential can be assessed over a longer period of time,
typically eight weeks, ,and, in moot job training programs, over a wide
sampling of tasks. Evaluation of how well a man is likely to perform on
the job can be made more accurately during training, which is similar to
the job environment. In the Army personnel system, then, selectiou and
classification tests are fulfillitg their function if they accurately
predict success in job training.

Determining Effectivenms of Tests

Once the tests have been constructed and the criterion measure devel-
oped, the relationship, or correlation, between the test cnd criterion

I • measure is determined. The degree of relationship shows the accuracy
with which test scores can predict criterion performance, and it is
ordinarily expressed as a correlation coefficient. The relationsltip
between test and criterion performance is called "validity," and the
correlation between test and criterion is referred to as the "validity
coefficient." A validity coefficient of ze-'o means no relationship and
hence no prediction. A coefficient of 1.0 means that criterion perfor-
mance is perfectiy predictable from rhe test. SelecLion and classifica-
tion tests used by the Army have predictive accuracy that falls between
these extremes, usually yielding validity coefficients of .5 and .6.

I The most useful interpretation of a correlation coefficient in a

personnel system was developed by Hubert Brogder,•--formerly chief
scientist of what is now the Army Research institute. interpretation
oEf a coefficient is in terms of the results that would obtain by using a
test with no validity, at one extreme, and using a perfectly valid test.
at the other extreme. A valid test improves the effectiveness of

-I

j Brogden, H. E. On the interpretation of the correlation coefficient
as a meature of predictive efficiency. Journal of Educational
Psychology", 65-76, 1046.

II ,



personnel decisions above those made on a chance or random basis. Say
for example, that the Army accessions 100P enlisted men on a particular
day. If the mea are selected without iising any valid scores indicating
ability to perform, then selection would be random, half the selected
men would be aLove average, and the other half below average.

With a perfectly valid test, the true level of performance of each

man can be identified beforehand. Only the 50 percent who are known to
be above average !n performance. for example, could be selected.
Although perfect prediction is not possible in actual practice and tests
with zero validity are generally not employed, these extremes provide
convenient anchor points for evaluating operational tests, which fall
between these two extremes.

The average performance of a randomly selected group or of a group
selected on the basis of tests w4th zero validity is 100 on the Army
standard score scale. Above average perforrmanc.e is indicated by scores
above 100: the higher the score, the better the eerformance. Since an
operational test has some validity, a group ot men selected by the test
would be above average; that is their mean performance would be greater
than 100. To determine how much greater, the other end of the perfor-
mance scale must be anchored.

The high end of the performance scale Is realized when a perfecr,-y
valid predictor is used. Although no test cun be perfectly valid
because level of performance cannot be perfectly measured, there fs
enough agreement about quality of performance to make perfect measure-
ment of performance a useful concept. Assuming that leve! of perfor-
mance can be perfectly identified, how well the selected group performs
depends on what percentage of the population of eligible men hn been
accepted. If only men above average were desired, then men in the top
50 percent ol the scores would be selected.- On the Army standard score
scale, this would correspond to an aptitude ares score of 1IYj or better.
On the performance scale, 'he top 90 percent would have an average of

The maximum possible gain from selecting 50 percent ot the men.
then, is 16 points. If fewer men are selectedd then the gain would be
more. For example, if only the te-p 70 per ent are selected, the maximum
gain would be 23 points. If more me-. arc --elected. the -..aximum gain
would be less. For example, if only the 1ottom 10 percct were excluded.
the possible gain would be 4 points, for .n average of 104.

The value f16 was statistically derived by essuming chat performance
~is normally distribuced wich a standard deviation of ' and that the

bottom half of the population was not selected.

• -6-



Since Army tests generally have correlation coeffic'ints of about

.6 with training perfermance, the gain from using them is 60 percent of
the maximum. In the above eammples, if the top 50 percent on the test
are selected, the average performance of these selected mer. would be
109.6 (16 points times .60 plus 100), a gain of 9.6 points over random
selection. If the tnp 30 percent on the test are selected, this group
would have an average perfo�ance of I13.8, a gain of 15.8 points.
Finally, if only the bottom 10 percent are .cxcluded, the gain would be
2.4 points. With a correlation coefficient of .5 between rest and per-
formance, the maximum gain would be cut in half. in general, a correla-
tion coefficient of any value can be directly translated into a percen-
tage of the maximum gain possible as compared to random selection.

I Tne increased level of ,erforrc.-nce can also be translated into

percentage of selected men ýho peiform above the average if the popula-
tion of young men eligible for military service. If a test has no
validity, 50 percent are above and 50 percent below the population
average, no matter what percentage is selected. If 1000 men are examinedI on a test with no validit) and the top 500 scorers are selected. th-
250 of the selected men w~uld be above and 250 below. If 1000 men were
examined on a perfectly valid test and the top 500 were selected, then,
of course all 500 would be above the population average. If a test with
a validity coefficient of .6 were used to select the 500 men with the

j•- i highest scores, then 35"!, or 70 percent would perform above ,:he popula-
f I tion average. The percentage of selected men above the population

average is a joint function of the validity coefficient and the propor-
tion of the population excluded; as either the validity or proportion

i• excluded, or both, increases, so does the percentage whose performance [
is above average.

ii• PPREDICTION ACHIEVED WITH ARMY SELECTION AND CLASSIFICATION TESTS

The predictive accuracy, or validity, of tests is determined, as
indicated above, by the degtie of relationship between test scores
obtained prior to ...- '-ing and performance measures obtained after
traiing or a period or the jot. Correlation between AFQT score ;nd job
traynina Derformance is about .r on the average. For the aptitude area
scores, the correspondnag correlation coefficients are about .6 in rele-
vant job training cours~s. These predictors have been improving in
validity over the years as improved tests have been developed and incor-
porated in the batteries. A new form of the Army Classification Batter'y
has been developed that has an average correlation coefficient of .6,
with relevant training performance. The estimated cost benefit to theSArmy from this increase in prediction is explained in Appendix C. The

cost benefit from operational selection and classification testing pro-
grams in all services is described in Appendix D.

S• -7 -
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Aptitude mueasures hsve lower cor~celation with ratings of Job per-
formance, generally on the order of .2 or .51 for the more valid tests.
Cor-zelation with job performance rating3 is Lower than with training
grades for a variety of ieasons. Problems of samplIng the taskts com-
priszing a job and the differr'nt demands placed upon workers in different
situations have already been discussed. Since job environments are not
standardized,- differences in job ratings can arise from soL;ces other
than. true differences in j~b competence. Another reason for the lower
correlation is that the overlap between the content of tests and craining-1
materials irs greater Mhan between testc dnd job t4ska. M~ost selection
and classif',ation tests are pappr-and ' -encil tests, and cr~alnhng grades
have a 'Large component of scores )n paper-and-pencil achieveme~nt tests
given during and at the end of the training course, whereas there is
little ran-±r-and-pencii ItPsting cot-tected with evaluations of perfor-
mance or. the job. An additional and perhaps major reason for the lower
ca.-relati~on is that qualitv of work on the Jeb is a function of many
faetors not present in the trainUivg situaticr. or at least much less
influential. There are no tests to predict the effect of these factors
on pýerformance at the present time. Quality of iperforwmance on the job
incl.udes knowledge of specific tasks su6ha nwr o orpi
carburetor,- and nonintellectual factors such as m.-tivation, attitudes,
willingness to show up for work,., and desire to de. a good job, Both
training and testin- place greater eimphasis on knowledge or: cognitive
skills than. do most Army enlisted jo~bsý TFhe lower prediction, then,
results in part from limitations in assessing job tperforizarce and in
part from different deimands placed on the worker or fzlt by him or the
job--demands rot measured by the tests-

Prediction of Performance in Job trabirig f:;r N-,roes ar~d Whites

A question of considerable social importance concerns the effective-
ness of Army selection and classification tests for Negroes and whites,
Tests have come under sev<ere criticism and legal attack in the l9oQ' s on
the grounds that they are discriminatory against Negroes and other
minority groqps. Questions about fairness., equity, or discrirmnatlzi in
perponnel. selecti~on, training, an-d utilization on the job Jinvolve issues
thijt extend beyond scientific ret;earch, Whffat scientific research can dc
is answear questions about how wel t Negroes and 4ýiites perform on tests
add on the criterion and about the relationship betweer. test scores and
later performance for the two group-s. -Findings frm scientific research
can be considered when making policy decisions about fairness in testing
Scientific research. however, doe.; not by itself determie anypatcua
policy.



To answer the scientific question about the effectiveness of Army
tests for Negroes and whites, test scores and job training performance
were analyzed for over 12,000 white and 1700 Negro eniisted men. The
men were tested before their job training began and then followed up
during training to determine how well they did.

Effectiveness of the tests was studied in six job areas: combat
arns (including infantry, armor, and combat engineering, but not Jfied
artillery), electronics repair, motor maintenance, general maintenance,
clerical-administrative, and general technical. Mean or average '.evel
of performance on the relevant aptitude tests and in job training was
Computed for each racial group in each job area. The predict've accuracy,
or validity coefficient, was also computed for each racial group. These
results are statistically adjusted to provide estimates of result; that
would be obtainca for random samples of Negroes and whites. The results
can therefore be generalized to %he population of all young Negro and
white males eligible for military -service. The predictive accurac- is
sholn by graphs relating test scores and training performance (Figure l.
Table i g-ves the data from which the graphs were plotted.

The results for electronics repair are described in some d.tail,
since they are typical of what was found. The lines relating aptitude
scores and training performance for Negroes and whites are essentially
the same; this similarity means that the tests used to predict success
in electronics repair are about equally ,ffective for the two groups.
Since the differences are small, the conclusion is that training perfor-
mance for bath groups is at atont the level expected from the test scores.
For example. both Negroes and whites with scores of 100, which is the
population average• are expected to show average performance in training.
Low-scoring Negroes and whites are expected to do less well in training;
and the lowsr the test score the l.wer the expected performance. in rerm.
of predictive effectiveness to identify men )ho can succeed in training
for electronics repair jobs, the Army seietion and classifica:ion tests
are equafly valid for Negroes and whites. In three other job areas,
motor main-enance, clerical--administrative, and geI~era! technial, the
results were similar to those for the electroniez repair area.

In the general maintenance area, the line for whites is aomewhat
higher than that for Negroes. In this area, Negroes did slightly less
well in training than did whites with the same test scores. For example.
Negroes with a General Maintenance aptitude area score of 0S.- have a
pcedicted traii.Ing performance level of 9G, while whites with the same
atitude area score have a predicted training performance level of '.
in other words, there i• a slight tendency for the aptitude tests to

favor Negroes as compared to whites for purposes of predicting tasining
Sperformance in general tnaintenaoce jobs. Since the absolute differences

Sin level of predicted perfo-mance are small, and since the results for
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the othier job areas do riot support the difference found for general
maintenance, no great significance can be attached to the results for
this one jolb area,Fin the combat arms trceining courses, the line relating training

ndtest performance for Negroes is sli&ghtly above that for whites. ½ r
these job training courses. then, Negroes perform slightly better thl.n
expected from their test scores, As fox the other job areas, the
differences a-re sligeht, and the conclusion remains that the tests work

equal-I. well f-or the two groups.

The ~ ~ A menlvl fts scores and trai.ning performance is also
shown in ri~ure 1. X indicates the mpans for whites andQ0 the means for
Nep1oes. Training performance and zest scores were set to have means of

for 1Che combined racial samples. Mleans were then computed separately
for Ne~rnpg =n6d whivpn_ in all mrb. -ra exe" rnn~ n~ the mean
for whites is to the right and above Lhat for Negroes. Whites scoreF:
dictor means is about A points in the clerical-administrative and combat
a-rms areas and extends up to 10 or 11 points in motor maintenance and
general ter-hrical. The differences in training performance means are
smarler: a mai~of C; points in motor maintenarce and general techni-
cal; 3to 5 poinlts in Carical-admin~i.-itrative, general maintenance, and
lectronics repair; and virtually no difference in combat arms.

Tht 6=41-ter difference between the g-roups in training performance
isjs wa s ob epcedfo tatistical theory. Any group below

average on.K predictor' that i~less than perfectly valid will score

relatively higher an %the criterion, but still below average. The tech-

nic-a l ab-al for t~his shift in means is called "tregression toward the
i.ean." Sisnce ot- -egrroes score belcw the mean of whites on the predic-
-o-. their zcraininz performaince is relatively better. Similarly, the

__trainring p er fo rwance of a group of whites with the same set of predictor
scorns is bertter chan the;: predictee nerforman~ce.

To summsarize thle -statistical results, the evidence indicates that
in terms of predicting training De~rormance, Arm.y selection and classi-
fication test scores have the same meaning for Negroes and whfites. To beFsure, Negroes score lower on the p--edictor tests, but their trainirg
perfor-mance is correasponsdingly low.r. These results are consistent with
those found b-4 the A-ir Force where Job triigwas predicted b-y tests
about equally well for Negroes and whites and with results in many
clovi'lian colleges where tests were about ecuallv effectiLve as predictors
of college succass for Negro-es and whices.

The fact that the means f~or Negroes on tests are wc-ll bel~ow those
of twbites has 'Led to suggestions that lower prerequ-sirces for job
training or minimum. qua lifying scores be est liltheýýi -F;r Negroes. An
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alternative way of phrasing this proposal is to establish separate norms
for each racial group, and then select men from each group separately.
F'or example, the top 50 percent of each cou: d be eligible for a parti-
cular job Lraini~ng program. W~hile thic proposal would insure that a
cerrtain. number c~f Negroes would be accepted for *iob training, it would
by no means insure that many of them would rxiplete training successfully.
In fact, the evidence indicates that the failure rate for Negroes would
be increased under the lowerel prerequisites proposed. With the present
prer~tquisites, their. training mean performance is well below aveýrage,
and to gdlmiA.ý more men. with 1twje= test scores would only serve t., lawer
mean perlormance even further.

it should be stressed that these results were obtained in a parti-
__ I cular contex~t. Training performancei of Negroes could perhaps be
~ Ichanged by changing other components of the personnel system. Training

objectives could b,- modified by. fractionating existin.g jobs; training
methods and materials could be adapted to accommodate lower l~evel stu-

uens. fthechneweemdthen more Negroes could be accepted
with a greater likel.ihood of success. The point to be made is thaet
modifying only the test score prerequisites for Negroec While leaving
traini g prog~rams intact would serve to increase their failure rates.
Test scores are only one aoxxvnznent in the total process of selecting,
treaning, a~nd utilizmng il man oxn th2 job. IAM effective -system requires
that these three function.; compiement one anotber, aud if one is adjusted
teonner two must be broug~ht iyto line.

A ivl_ word about equity ar discrimination. in testing. Strictly
'i -at~iois no, a scie~ntific issue; rather, ft isa

Id cod moral Ii!S~~ Tndhe scientist can, prorvide ev!ide-ace on which
itiig~ent detisions can. be based. The scievitific evidence presented
here suaggesra that One Issue of equal empleyiment oppe-rtunity !_3 moreIIawU coneiha- m'e'-ely qdjusting test scores to obtain equal means.

Eiantsi1 it~crncs: of ARIT Sco-res

In addition to -redicting success in job training, selectionk and
cla;ýsflica!7ion tesatd have been found to be related to other meaaures of

suc_ýsin life.~-in fsct:: to a variety of indexes of social. and job
scatus. or !ENampis,. suxyeys of 'r.W person-n-l consistently show that
MF11 srco-re besarg a zstrong, relationiship to enlisted grade. Men scorinrg
higher~ gn tlhe Let get promoted faster and they terid to reach higher
grades. 1i a zsurvey of men sepaqratec from the Army after fr=m 1,,: to 25-
lxonrths of Rervice., the pei~cantage tofc men at grade E-9 and above for
different levelz of AFQ scere And controlled by race and level of
educ.atilon ware as flos
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AFQT Non High School High School
1 Race Score Graduate Graduate

White 21 - 30 26% 34%
71 -. 80 33% 50%
91 -100 45% 59P

Negro 21 - 30 21% 30%

71-.8o 3 1% 40

91 -1003 33% 58%

The percentage of E-5'e and higher increased steadily with AFQT score
for both Negroes and whites and for both levels of education.

The Department of Defense analyzed the post-service earnings of
enlisted men ten months afler separation from the Army. For both Negroes
and whites, mean income showed a steady rise with higher AFQT score. For
example, for whites in the. .•QT score range 20-29 the xran assessed
income was about $6500 compared to $7400 for whites iL.. the 80-89 score
range. For Negroes, the comparable figures were $6200 and $7000. Unem-
ployment figures showed a similar trend. For whites scoring 10 to 30 on
the AFQT, 7.3 percent were unemployed ten months after separation as
compared to 5.2 percent of mv.n scoring 93 to 100. For Negroes the
figures were 12.0 percent and 2.8 percent, respectively.

The Army in late 1971 set new policy on the granting of moral waivers.
Under the revised policy, a person with a felony conviction and who Aropped
out of high school or scored below 31 on the AFQT. or both, is not ordi-
narily granted a moral waiver. Persons with a felony conviction who are,
high school graduates and score above 30 on the AFQT can be granted waivers.
The decision to use AFQT score as part of the basis for granting moral
waivers is supported by years of research and experience in which the

I consistent result is that men scoring low on AFqf have a greater tendency
to become disciplinary cases.

Systems Analysis Of Testing

Arm• selection and classification tests have been shown through years
of research and operational use to fulfill the..: intended purpose--to ob-
tain optimal performance from available manpower resources. The tests have
consistently been found to be related to valid measures of potential to
perform, and thus have enabled more intelligent personnel decisions.

Effective management of manpower resources always occurs in a specific
context or system. Thus, the validity of the tests has been established
for a particular job training program, which in turn was designed to
qualifý, workers for a specified job strucLure- These three comporients of
the personnel system--selection, training. and utilization on the job--
are critical dimensions; as one changes, the others are also affected.

- 14-



Put another way, a test has validity only for certain criteris and not
for othere. oelection and classification in 'ýhc- Arzy traditionally have
been used to identify men with the greatest pot.zntial to succeed andI generally to rý.-eet men with the least potential.

irn the late 1960s the Derartment of -lefense jr-nmulated policy on
humman goals that could have implications for the way tests are used i-.

I the future. One of the goal's was "to contrbt to the improvement of
nur society, inclading its disadvantaged 7A~isberq. by- greater utilization
of our human and physical resources while ma~intaining fullefetens
in the performance cf our primary mission.i" T1his goal suggests that
personnel iwinavement in the military servicef. must consider not only
efflective performance, but also the JmpaLi. rf persinnel dec-isions on all
elements of American society, In a societ. i-here tralning anid pramotion
were iý,aed on merit, tests served well. 111 a new context w~here greater
utilization of manpower resources from all w~alks of life is a goal, back-

groutnd characteristics -may need to be considered in making peersonnelI decisions, and order of merit ab identifid by test scores may no longer
be the controlling factor.

An important ch&nge-in the effectiveness of tests has been found
when they are used to predict success in the new type of Army job
training called "perform-nce-referen-ced craining." in the new training,e a limited numhar of tasks are specified as essential to a Job. All men
assigned to this type of training ars_ t.-mined to perform at a minimal

j ~level of competence--~the mastery level--and are +-hen graduated as quali-
fied workers. Differences in performance above mastery level are notIconsidered in the evaluation of tra-.ti'n outcomes. In contrast. tradi-
tional job training has placed a high ce~iling on what a man should know
after training. In a sense, the t-'adi-tional style of irstruction wAs

I ~designed to develop in -arh person the inaacitaal level of skill and know-I-j ledge commeti;urat e with his aptitiudes rather than being concerned mainly
with acquisition of minimal skills. Validity of the Arimy test was estab-

lished for the traditional type of training.

In the new type of training prorram, tests go,_uld be expected to
have little or no validity in pr1editr.*ing level of performance. Tests
can have validity only if there are %differences in ;evels of performance.ISiace differences in performs-ice ate not assessed in perform-ance-reter-'

I ~enrccd train..nig- the criterion, ,Pf gut~cess is irrelevant for determining
9 the Pf Fr&.-t Ileness of aptitude rewl~ Thus,thfathtcopeinf

performance-referenced training is unrelated to test scores in no way
reflects on the validit of tbe tests. Since there are differences in
time required to attain mastery level of performance, the tests remain

valid for predicting which men Ca~n learn the material the fastest.

The new training program L-4Lld also require reconsideration of how
men are utilized on the job. As vias discussed earlier, traditio)nal
training courses serve the iutur-ion of additional selection of men
throught extensive observation are evaluation of performance during the
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period of instruction. If everyone completes training satisfactorily,
then this additional selection would need to be performed subsequently
on the job. Since at present the job environment has few procedures for
"performing selection, procedures would need to be developed to identify
men having difficulty in adjusting or coping with the tasks encountered
on the job and to effect transfers to different jobs when necessary.

Even though tests would lose their validity for predicting success
in performance-referenced training, they would still be valid for pre-
dicting I.arformance during the initial learning phaea o-n the job. If
the men are taught skills that involve reasoning and memory, aptitude
tests will predict both level of performance and ease of acquiring the
skills. J'bs differ iWt the level and complexity of demands imposed on
the incumbents, and the differences between individuals in ability to
rperform will emerge. When che criterion situation allows differences
betwecn individuals to surface, then the differences in aptitude test
scores will be related to level of performance.

The interrelationship of job level, training and mental ability io
the current Army personnel system is shown in Figure 2. Four job levels
-are considered--commissioned officer, noncommissioned officer, skilled
journeyman, and unskilled worker. The commissioned officer level is the
most complex and requires the highest level of mental ability, ordinarily
in the top third of the population. Technical skills acquired through
experience ordinarily cannot be substit-;ted for high me.tal ability,
especially at senior officer level. At noncommissioned officer level,
most men are in the top half of the population in mental ability. In
some zases, noncommissioned officers with lower mental ability than is
ordinarily required have been successful. Extensive training or exper-
ience can sometimes compensate for lower ability, especially in less tech-
nical areas, such as combat arms. At the entry levels of most Army enlisted
jobs, rigorous training can prepare most men tu perform adequately. How- -

ever future leaders and supe,.•visors in the technical areas are ordinarily
drawn from among men with above average genertl ability.

The usefulness of tests for men who are average or higher in ability
is generally well accepted. For example, selection tcst are widely used
to pick college students and coi-nissioned officers. There is some concern,
however, that the tests are not useful for men with low ability. The
criticism is often based on the fact that most Army tests are of the paper-
and-pencil variety. The concern is that less able men lack familiaritv
with the verbalization in the tests and perhaps are not even accustomed

- 16_-
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to using pencils. However, the statistical evidence presented earlier
about the validity c.t aptitude tests for Negroes ana whites~ shows that
paper-avtn-pencil tests are effective predictors in tradit~ional job
training programs for men of low ability. For these men, there is
conevistency of perform,6nce between test and tra..ning situation~s. Su c~h
consistency is the mark of validity. 'Whatever factors operate to hold
down test performance for these men also depress training performance.

In simmary, Army tests have been in use for many years. Initially,
there was resistance to their operational use. Then. with demorstratcd
results in the form of improved select.Lon and assignment, a general
acceptance grew up. Tiividual points of criticism were made and these
have at times resulted in iml,rovemant~ In re'rent years., tests have
come under incrsased critic!4-m 11-ih in and out of the Army. The criti-
cisms have m:ompted the tP..-cing research community to reexamine many
long-star?.inag belief.. and practices. The likely outcome is that tests
will continue to be needed and to be used, but the circumstances of
their use and in some cases the tests thamselves will adjust to changing
concepts of their role.
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ARMED FORCES QUALIFICATION TEST
INFORMATION PAMPHLET

PURPOSE OF THIS PAXPHLET

-. This pamphlet has been prepared primarily to give general informa-
tion about the AFQT--the test you will take at the Armed Forces Exam-
ining Station. AFQT is an abbreviation for Armed Forces Oualifica-ion

Mc Test, which is the mental ability test all men have to take before
going into one of the Armed Services.

It Is hoped that after reading this pamphlet you will understand

better the purpose and make-up of the AFQT and thus be more at ease•f • when you take the test. :

WHY AN AFrrT?

The AFQT has been compared to a screen--a mental screen. It sorts
men in terms of their ability level and throws back or rejects those
who do not come up to the level required by the Armed Services. Why
should all men be required to take--and pass--such a screen before they
can be accepted for service? Isn't a physical examination enough?
Can't anyone who is healthy be a soldier? The answer is "No." It takes
more than physical ability to learn the hundreds of details in basic
training, and in advanced individual training, and to learn to do the
many tasks that make up the job of today's soldier. The ability to
learn these things is what the AFQT measures.

WHAT IS THE AFQT?

The AFQT has been calleJ i test of "military trainability" for the
logical reason that men who (.) well on it can absorb military training
without airficulty and learn to ao a good job in the Armed Forces. A
man does not have to be a genius to pass the AFQf--or to do well on it.
It is not an "I.Q." test. It is not an "education" test, although
those who have doue well in school usually make good scores on the AFQT.
But there are also men who did not go very far in school who do well
on the AFQT.

DO YOUR BEST

Congress has set a minimum score for qualifying on the AFQT. But

just barely passing won't do much for a man other than get hin a uniform.
in order to be selected for training in specialist schools, or for
Officer Candidate School, or for promotion to the more interesting and
better paying jobs, a man needs to demonatrate more ability then just

-24-
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being able to pass. Whether you want to make progress in the military
or develop skills which will be useful to you later in civilian life--
you should do your best and make the highest score you can on the AFQT.
And you will have only one chance to do this. Men are not given the
AFQr a aecond time just because they did poorly the first time. So do
the ver.y best you can on it.

TAKING THE AQT

When you go to the Armed Forces Examining Station to cake the AFQT,you will be giver a test booklet: containing several practice questionsand 100 test questVons. You will also be given a separate answer sheet

where you will mark your answers to the test questions. A special
pencil with an eraser will be provided along with blank paper where you
can do any figuring you want.

You. will receive complete insti-ctions as to what to do in taking
the test. Some oZ these instructions are printed in the test booklet;
all are read aloud by the examiner conducting the test. You will be
told how to mark your answers on the answer sheet in the proper spaces.
If you make a mistake and mark the wrong answer, you can erase it and
mark a different one.

After yo-: have been told what to do to answer the questions, you
practice by answering several sample questions. You are told the
correct answers for these practice questions. Finally, you are givenr- an opportunity to ask questions of the examiner if you do not understand

what is expected of you.

THE TEST AND THE ANSWER SHEET

You will find four types of questions in the AFQT. There are ques-
tions about the meaning of words, questions about arithmetic. questions
about tools, and questions about boxes made by folding pieces of card-
board. Sample questions of each of these tvoes are shown on the follow- f
ing prges. Therf ar.- 25 questions of each type or a total of 100 ques-
tions in the test. Fifty minutes are allowed for taking the test. Not
everyone is able to finish the test in this time, but you can make aI good score even without finishing it.

Each question in the AFQT is followed by four possible answers
labeled A, B, C, and D. Only one of these i4. right. Your job is to
decide which of the answers is right and then mark the answer sheet (not
the test booklet) to show y3ur choice.

There are 3 main parts to the answer sheet. One part provides space
for your name, the date, and ocher sucht information. A seAord part
contains a space with heavy lines arcand it labeled "Practice Questions."

--
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S•--I This is for the answers to the practice questions which everyone takes
_• before beginning the 100 questions that count. The rest of the answer

__ •sheet--the main part--is numbered from 1 to 100 to provide spaces for
• •the answer to each of the 100 test questions.

HOW TO ANSI&R TIRE QUESTIONS

After each question in the test booklet are four pos.sible answers
nex. to the letters A B C, and D. On the answer sheet after each

question number are the four letters, A, B, C, D, printed in tall thin
type. You blacken out one of these letters on the answer sheet to
indicate your answer to each question. Here is the first Practice
Question in the test:

Pl. It was a small t~ble.
A) sturdy
B) round
C) cheap
D) little

The question here is: Which of the four words--A) sturdy, B)

A -round, C) cheap, D) little--means the same as the word with the line
- under it$, the word small?

- The D answer, little, means the same as small, sCo on the answer

sheet in the box labeled Practice Questions and on line number P1, you
would blacken out the letter D. The answer sheet wo"Ld then look like
this:

PRACTICE QUESTIONS

PiA B [ I
P2~ 11 .

P31 h B: 0

P41
P5 '5L U' , J
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The next practice questin, P21 is about arithmetic.

P2. One box of nails costs 700
Hiotj much do 3 boxes cost?L iA A) 3t

D)99

The right answer is the C answer, 900, so on the answer sheet the
C on line P2 would be blackened o,-t.

The third practice question is a picture question about tools.
Picture questions go across the page. The question is always about the
first picture in the row. You have to decide which one of the other 4
pictures in the same row goes best with the first picture.

InI
The first picture above shows a valve used to turn water on and off.

The picture t-iat goes best with the valve Is the B picture) the piece of

waere pipe, so the on ldie P3 line of the nswer sheet should be blxck-
ened out.

There are two main kinds of qher stions about boxes. In one the jobpt
is to find the box that can be made by folding a piece of cardboard. .nS~~the othe-r kind the question is what the piece of cardboard would look ---
like if the box were unfolded. The row of pictures right below shows I
what is meant by folding a piece of cardboard to make a box.!

CARD•BOARD BOX

II
•: iThe dotted lines show where folds are to be made. The last picture

i ~shows the box that has been ,made by the folding.

-27-
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tNow look at practice question P4 below. The first picture shows
the piece of cardboaxd that is to be folded. You are to find the
drawing of the box A, Bil C, or D that would be made by folding this
cardbasrd.

AB C D

The correct saswer is B. So, on the answer sheet, the letter B on
the P4 line would be blackened out.

in the. next question, P5, if the box in the first drawing wjere
unfolded it would look like one of the four cardboard patterns shown
in the other pictures in the row. Which one?

ni I

The correct answer is A.

If you marked all the practice questions correctly, the Practice
Box on the answer sheet would look like this:

PATCE QUST1IOHs

P3A IC1
P4B

P51 L

A "SAMPLE" A~zQT

The instructions and practice quest iovl above are the same as those
given to all men taking the AFQT at the Armed Forces Examining Stations.
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P j The next 4 pages contain a sample of 16 questiiOns like those in the
I AFQT--four questions of each of the four types in the current test. Try

them now for practice. When you answer them use Onea answer space in the
middle of this page. You will probably notice- that the questions get
harder as you go from the first to the fourth in each type. This is the
way the AFQT is arranged--easy questions first then harder as you go
alorg~. About nine out of ten met get the first question right. About

-~ one out of three of those taking the AFQT are able to get the last one
right. How many can you answer correctly.

Mark your answers here:

5 1
U 1

-A .A 7 9 I~ AI

A A ? ~~AMPLE A.T QUSiD IC i 15iH

1.The orres answoered toe callovhe1.usins-utincs o

A) searched
B) found
C) enlarged I-
0) entered

2. There will be variable winds. i
A) shifting
B) chilling
C) steady
D)mild

3.He is a man of great vigor.
A) wickedness
B) strangth
C) reputation
D) wisdom
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4. The perognostication proved correct.
A) solutiocn
B) measurement

C) identification
~. 4D) prediction

5.Bob wants to buy a wagon. He has 5 dollars and needs 5 dollarsK'more. How much does the wagon cost?
-A) $10

Di) $55

6. if 12 men are needed to rua 4 machines how many men are needed to
A) 24
B) 48

jC) 60

ID) 80
7.During one year the fruit crop was 500 bushels. The next year the

crop increased 102 percent. How many bushels were produced in bothIi years?
A) 510

jB) 602
~C) 1010ol

D) 1510

r8. If John can stack 21/3 of a cord of wood in I hour how Long will it
take him to stack 4 cords of wood?

R.ý A) 6 hrs
B ) 5 hrs
C) I hrs 20 mins
D) 2 hrs 4-0mins

9. A IB C D

10. A C D

ii 30-
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A 1MY7 TO 16 Q09C-IONS IV, PRACTICE AFQT

(The correct Aaiswer to each question has been blackened oat)

1 ___ 51 1'. 11 3.4,I1 I

A FINAL WORD

If you have read each page of this pamphlet, and have answered the1c
sample questions--or as many of them as you could--you should be well
prepared for taking the AFOQT at the Armed Forces Erimining Station. You
mav not be able to anlswer every question correctly:--verv few people
a~re--but you will be able to understand what is expected of you. And
you should feel at ease because you will be taking a test that you are
familiar with--one on which you will be able to make a score that will
do full credit to your abi'lity.
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jAPPENDIX ACB AND ACIS SAMPLE QUESTIONS

ACB and AQB SA14PLE QUEST1IONS

The following pages contain sample questions for tests composing
the Army Classificatio~n Battery (ACE) arid the Army Qualtfication Batt~ry
(AQ8). Included within the AQB are four tests which compose the Armed
Forces Qualification Test (AFQT). The four AQB tests used for the AFQT
score are Verbal (yE), Arithmetic Reasoning (AR), Shop Mechanics (SM),
and Pattern AnaIly3is (PA).

The AFQT is the basic screenit,A instrrkment used for both ettliotment
and induction. The AQE is used so an additionai. screening Instrument
for some inductees and as a qu~lifying instrument, for m'ýn who want to
enlist with the assurance of training in a particular occupational area
or initial assignment to a particular overseas command. The ACB is a
set of tests paralleling those of the AQB, but with more questions that
discriminate 'among the higher level men. The ACB is used to identify
the areas in which a mian is better suited so that he may be assigned to
a job where he is mor'! likely to succeed.

The sample questions are represent-tive of items in the AQB and
ACB. The bat-teries represented and the nur.ber of items in each test are

indicated at the top of each page. Organiz:ation of the sample questions
by test and battery is shown below.

7-Test Battery Test Battery

VE ACB,AQB,AFQT 011 ACB ,A4qB

AR ACB.AQB.AF(QT ELI ACB

SM ACB ELI AQ3

SMAQB,AFQT CI ACB,AQB

PA A%^B GIT AkCB.AQL

PA AOBA"Elli ACS ACBAOB

ACBAQB ARC ACB
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-1VERBAL TEST (yE)

SAMPLE QI%-ST IONS

IACB: 50 items AFQT and AQB: 25 items

I -Each item requires the exami-nee to select the correct synonym for

the underlined word in a short sentence.

1 1. The boys discovered the cave. 3.He is a man of great vgr

A) searched A) wickedness
B) found B) strength
r) enlarged C) reputation

D) entered D) wisdom

12. There will be vpriable winds. 4. The prognostication proved
correct.

IA) shifting
B) chilling A) solution

0 steady B) measurement
D) mild C) identification

D) prediction.

-54-
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ARITHMETIC REASONING TEST (AR)
SAMPLE QUESTIONS

ACB: 40 items AFOT and AQB: 25 items

Each item is a eeasoniung pUe .ivolVing applications of a-ZIUlhetic

processes.

1. Bob wants to buy a wagon. 3. During one year, the fruit
He has 5 dollars and needs crop was 500 bushels. The
5 dollars more. How much next year, the crop increased
does the wagon cost? 102 percent. How many

bushels were produced in
A) $10 both years?
B) $15
C) -ý5 A) 510
D) $55 B) 6 02

C) IClO
D) I-,.0

2. If 12 men are needed to run 4. If John can stacK 2/5 of a
4 machines, how many men are cord of wood in 1 hour, how
needed to run 20 machines? long will it take him to

stack 4 cords of wood?
A) 24i
B) 48 A) S hrs
C) CO B) • hrs
D) 80 C) 4 hrs 20 mir.5

" I D) 2 hrs 40 i'ins

3
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ACB

SHOP MECHAUNICS TEST (SM): 40 items

-SAMPLE OQESTIONS

Ouestions are directed toward dr:nwngs of tools or iliustxt-4ons of
meehtn-cal principles involved !is shop work.

1. The too! normally used to pry 3. The tool ordinarily used by
boards loose and to pull nails a draftsn.n to transfer
from construction forms is measurements from one drawing

to another is

A
A

D --

2. The wrench combination used to
tighten the pipe connection is

D

4. The tool ordinarily used
in e' miter box to cut angles is

A 8

D D
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AFQT and AQB

SPOP MECHANICS TEST (SM): 25 items

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

Each item involves pictures of tools or other implements used in

the shopwork of various trades. A question picture on the left is to be

matched with one of four answer pictures to its right on the basis of

the one with which it goes best.

AA B_

1. A

2. 5 C-

I?

2]A BcD
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I ACB

I PATTERN AMALYSIS TEST (PA): 50 items

<ISAMPLE QUESTIONS
IFor a set of items, aPATTERN having numbered lines is shown next

to a FORM having lettered edges. The examinee is to find which edge on
the FORM would correspond to a particular line on the PATTERN if the

PATTERN were folded where indicated. Arrow3 appearing in the same

j posi.tion on the PATTERN and t-ie FORM serve as reference points.

PA M I

D11

PMWIIEII oPr J

3 y

BYYI or J N~

I 38
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SAPft -QUESTlOa

13ach item is comprised of a question picttu--. on the left and f-.kir
answe:: pictures to •fe ri_:t. 1"he question picture i.- either a two
dimem:!onal pattern that could be folded into one c;f the four ticres
shown to the right, or it is a three dimen6 ,-.zl figure that ;ould be
formed by folding one ol four patter-ns shon to its right. Some problems
involve basic figures, such as cubes, with varying degrees of difficult
surface designs and pattern layouts. Other problems iLnvolve increasingly
difficult odd-shaped figures and patterns.

1 . A B

! F!
.i A B

I,- •i- U
I___A _ _- D__ _



MECHANICAL APTITUD)E TEST' (MA.)

SA14PIXZ QUESTIONS

ACB: 45 Iteras AQB: 20 items

Quzistions are askcd about illustrations; of mechanical problem
situations that call for an understanding w- physical principles.

1. Which upright supports the 3.Which chain is helping to
greater part of the load? hold up the sign?

A 4

Al I' 1 8 0!4i

A) A
2. Wh';ch wheelbarrow is HARDER B) B

t) lift? C) Both
D) Neither

4. The gears of this rotar-y oil
pump fit very closely to the

-R- s 3 0 Lbw . -50 bs.sides and end of the case and
130 bS. 150 bs.against each other. If the

gears tura in the 'irectiom
shown, wh ih way is the oil
forced?

-40-



AUTOMOTIVE INFORMATION TEST (Al)

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

ACB: 40 items AQB: 20 items

Items involve the identification and operation of automobile parts
through descriptions and through picti-res or diagrams.

1. Cross mevbers are part of the 3. Jorky ipplicacion of power
to the crankshaft is

A) shock absorbers eliminated by the
B) frame
C) hanger A) crankcase
D) auxiliary spring B) main springs

•- : ~C) shock absorbers-
• ~D) flywheel i

2. In the illustration below, 4. The function of the rotor
waich part is closest to the is to
valves?

A) open and close the
1A) distributor points
2B) B) rotate the distributor

SC) 3 cam
D) 4 C) distribute electricity

to the spark plugs
D) rotate the distributor

shaft

-41-
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a-1  ACB

ELECTRONICS INFORMATION TEST (ELI): 40 item"

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

This test contains an equal number of both verbal items and picture

items calling for a knowledge of electronic principles. The picture items
-I require the examinee to associate electronically a pictured cbjcr' with

"one of four other pictured objects.

!B

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __L

2 A B C 0

5. An electric switch is used 4. The device used to conduct

current from armature coils

A) only to break a circuit to the brushes of an a.c.

B) only to cov,.lete a circuit generator is a

C) elther to break or to

complete a circuit A) catchall

D) to change the direction of B) rotor

flow" in a circuit C) stator
D) slip ring
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AQB
• ELECTRONICT INFORMATION TEST (ELI): 20 items

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

1_,. Which contains an electric 5. The figure below is
motor?

A) a circuit breaker
A BB) a transformer>1C) an outlet box

D) a weatherproof receptacle

0 --

N:i2. Mechanical energy is converted 4. Usually, the moving part of a

SJinto electrical energy by a direct-current motor is th.

A) generator A) field

SB) turbine B) armature

D) motor D) frame

-43
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CLASSIFICATION INVENTORY (CI)

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

ACB: 125 items AQB: 75 items

The test consists of self-description itetas for which the examinee
is to indicate the choice that most closely reflects his personal back-
ground,- experiences, attitudes, and opinions of himself. The items were
empirically selected to predict combat effectiveness.

I. The job of explorer. 5. 1 have never done anything
dangerous for the thrill of it.

;- -- A) I think I would
like the job. A) Yes, this is true of me.

B) I think I would B) No, this is not true of me.
dislike the job.

2. Which would you like better? 4. Which describes you the LEAST?

A) going to see a mystery A) liberal with money
movie 3) look on all sides of a

B) going to a boxing question1_ ma Zeh C) religiously exact
D) respectful
E) smooth in movements

I;
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GENERAL INFORMATION TEST (GIT)

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

ACB: 50 items AQB: 30 items

This is an objective test of k!owvedge in a variety of areas such as
the Army, sports, guns, and automobiles.

.1. The stripes on a soldier's 3. A regulation baseball
sleeve that show hew long diamond is a 90-foot
he has been in the service square; a softball
are called diamond is a

A) crimp checks A) 60 - foot square
B) hash marks B) 75 - foot squa):e
C) rockers C) 90 - foot square
D) hitch lines D) 120 - foot square

20. The "No. 00 Buck" is 4. The intake and exhaust
correctly used in a valve stems in an

automobile engine are
A) .30 - 06 rifle against driven by the_•- a moose at long rangeI

B) 16 - gauge shotgun A) transmission
against pheasants B) crankshaft

C) 20 - inch barrel carbine C) camshaft

against a deer in dense D) drive shaft
cover

D) 12 - gauge shotgun
againzt a nearby bear

-_45 -
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ARMY CLERICAL SPEED TEST (ACS'

ACB: 110 items AQB: 110 items

j Numtper Reversal: 60 items

The examinee is to blacken the space under:

"R" (for RIGHTr) if the numbers are exactly reversed
or "W" (for WRONG) if the numbers are not exactly reversed.

1. 0874-::: -::47.30

ft

2. (.1159560 :.-0659510

Coding: 50 items

The examinee is to find the number that goes with the question word
by looking for the word and number pair in the key, then mark his answ-er
for each question. Question 3 is already marked.

KE: auto . 2715 house... ........ 3451
bread ... ...... 1413 train ......... 2S64

1413 2715 2654 34513. train

4. bread ?2526431

r, I13 2715 2864 3451

6. train 1 03 2 -715 2864 3451

7. hue 1413 2715 2864 345t

7.6



ACB

A14Y RADIO CO)DE APTITUDE TEST (ARC)

- ARC is:omplctely recordad on tape, including instructions,
practice exercises,- and examination questions. The first part of the
test is composed of 270 learning exercises designed to teach the examinee
the three letters I (two dots), N (a dash and a dot), and T (oaie dash).
The exercises are presented at approximately 4 to 7 words-per m~i-ute.
Iumiediately after the learning excercistes,, a tsst of 150 items is given
to measure how accura-ely the thiree code signals can be recognized at
varying speeds. The first 75 items are present-ad at approxim2ately
21 words per minute, and the second 75 at approximately 15 words per
msiute. R~esponses are marked on macitine scorable answer sheets

presenting three alternatives for Qeých item.
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APPENDIX C VALUE OF IMPROVED EFFECTIVENESS
OF CLASSIFICATION TESTS

A new classification battery has been developed that, compared to
the old battery, improves the accuracy with which potential for training
performance is assessed. The old battery yielded a gain of about 55
percent of the maximum possible gain in pezformance that could be realized
with perfectly accurate measurement. (Maximtua possible gain is explained
in the main body of the present report, pages 5 through 7.) The new
classification battery yields a gain of 65 percent of the maximum, 10
percent higher than the old.

The increase can be translated to dollar value by determining to
what extent training performance would be enhanced by using the new
battery to make initial assignments to job training. This determination
was accompl.ished through simulation studies conducted on a computer.
Test scores on both the new and the old classification batteries were
generated by the computer; the scores were representative of recent
Army irput. The men simulated were assigned to job a-eas in accordance
with Army quotas for the different jobs. Each man was assigned by the
computer in two ways--once on the basis of scores on the old battery and
once on the basis of scores on the new batteri. For each man, training
performance was estimated in both assignments, and the expected perfor-
mance summed for all men. A representative group of men assigned to
jobs on a random basis (that is, with no knowledge of potential) are said
to have an average expected performance score of 100. A representative
group assigned on the basis of the old classification battery produced an
average expected performance level of 102.5. When assigned on the basis
of the new classification battery, the average performance level was
104.5. The gain of two points, from 102.5 to 104.5, can be translated to
dollars by considering the cost and value of job training.

According to recent Army figures, the median cost of providing job

training to produce a qualified worker in the field is $4,000. (While
2.here is an additional cost of about $2,000 to erocure a man and put him
through basic combat training, this cost is not used in computing the
value of job training performance.) Individual jobs vary substantially
from the median of $4,000, but the figure is a rec-4onable average for the
cost of io! training. Since the average worker costs $4,000 to train,
in that sense he is also worth $41,000 to the Army upon completion of job
training. The below average man is expected to produce less than the
cost of training, and the above average man is expected to produce more.
Following this argument, anything that can be done to enhance the per-
formance of the workers will increase the return to the Army of its
investment in job training.

Preceding pagae blank - -



An unsaLisfactory man is defined as one who yields nc return to the
Army from the investment in training; the $4 000 is lost. The person
whose expected training performance is only o01 where the average is 100,
is unsatirfactory. Ul;ing these definitions as a basis for calculation,
only 13 percent of the population of young men liable for service would

be unsatisfactory in the typical Army job; the 15 percent includes the
10 percent which by law is tientally unqualified for service. As the

•.• •scale of expected performance is ascended, the return to the Army

increases, until at the average level of 100, training cost and value of
performance are balanced. Assuming a linear increase, each point increase
between 80 and 100 is worth $200. ($4000 divided by the 20 points
between 80 and 100.)

The scale also extends to the positive side. Each point of expected
performance above the average is also worth $200. Since the new classi-Sfication battery would increase thc level of expected performance by two

points, the value of the gain is $400 per man. With an annual input of
200,000 men the Army would realize an additional i80,000,000 ($400 times
200,000 men) worth of increased performance by using the new battery to
make traiaing assigrments.

The $80,000,000 Is a gain that could be realized because of the
increased effectiveness of the classification tests. This analysis does
not imply that the increased performance would result in an immediate
corresponding reduction in the Army budget. It does mean, however, thatI for a fixed number of enlisted men the overall quality of performance
will be higher. As the Army force is reduced, each position becomes
more important and the quality of each individual's performance morei! • critical Lo the accomplishment of the Army mission.

5
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APPENDIX D SELECTION AND CLASSIFICATION PROCEDURES

ENLISTED SELECTION AND CLASSIFICATIONI-

Selection and claszification testing in the Armed Forces had its
origin in World War I when the Army Alpha VcLBeta tests were used.
During World War I, over 13,000,000 men were tested with the Army
General Clasi5ification Test.

The Armed Forces Qualification Test (APQT) was developed and intro-
duced in 1950 as a screen for determining mental qualification for the
armed services. Research has produced improved forms from time to time.
During the 20-plus years that the AFQT has been used, the number of
potential fail res identified by the AFQT and kept out of the ser-vices
is estimated at over I.,000,000. In recent years, the cost of acces-
sioning an enlisted man and putting him through initial job training is
estimated at about $6,000. Over 55,000 potential failures in the
services were identified by the AFQT in calendar year 1970 and kept out
of active duty. Thus, use of the AFQT to identify these poteontial
failures in recent years has avoided annual accessioning and training
costs estimated at $530 million.

Classification tests are given to enlisted men to determine Lthe job
areas in which the men are best qualified. The payoff from classification
testing is improved performance because the men can be assigned tc jobs
where their aptitudes or potential to succeed are highest. Over the
450,000 man-years of improved productivity has been obtained.

In recent years, the value of a man-year of productivity is aboutI I
$5,000. In one year. the average estimated gain in productivity is
22,500 man-years; the annual dollar worth of classification testing is
thus about $112 million.

The total ann'ual gain in recent years from enlisted selection and
classification is estimated at $4142 million. Considering the magnitudef of Department of Defense operations, the estimatcd zain of $442: million
is probably an underestimate of the savings from selection and clas:.i-
fication techniques. The alternatives to tests are random assignment
or decisions based on education, work history, and subjective. impressions
regarding individuals. Tests are more likely to provide valid assess-
ments of current potential to perform and are free of personal bias and
subjective judgment.

This statement was prepared by Dr J. W. Bowles, US Air Fc.rte, Dr. M. F.f Wiskoff, US Navy, and Dr. M. H. Maier, US Army.
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OFFICER SELECTION & RETENTION

The m-aincenance of a well-trained effectively performing officer
cadre is very expensive. For example, the cost to obtaining one commis-
sioned officer through the service academies is $50,000. Once an officer
is commissioned, there is consid.-rable additional investment in pro-
fessional training--an investment that is lost "1 the officer leaves the
service. Personnel research over the past 20 years has greatly improved
the capability to select and retain officer personnel.

Selection tests used on applicants for the service academies have
id:-ntified an estimated 1200 potential failures per year. Screening
tests are also used with applicants for Reserve Officers Training Course
(ROTC) and Officers Candidate School (OCS). The annual savings in
trai,'ing costs realized through the use of these screening procedures is
estimated at $=0 million.

New techniques have been developed through research to enhance the
overall performance of commissioned officers. Tests have been developed
"to identify ROTC applicants most likely to complete officer training and
remain on active duty after completing their minimum requirements, and
classit-cation techniques are available to identify officers with greater
potential in combat leadership or technical-managerial leadership. On
this basis, officers can be assigned to the areas where their potential
is high. The increased retention and utilization of commissioned

E officers resulti- from use of selection tests and classification pro-
%It UULruZ. =Lt CZLjMt.•i eLv be wvUt , ,P4 a's "mlliorn per year.

PILOT SELECTION

Trends dating back to World War II have shown that, without the use
of screening tests for aircraft pilots, rates of elimination Zrom train-
ing average 50% or more of the input. Since the number of pilots
required during World War II could not have been trained with such high
elimination rates, the services undertook research tp develop effective
selection procedures for pilots. The effort was successful to the
extent that eliminatLon rates from primary pilot training during World
War II were cut in half. Based on cost figures of the time, the World
War II pilot selection program saved approximately $190 million in
training costs.

Tests to select pilots for fixed wing aircraft and helicopters
continue to be used by the services. Recent cost analyses (taking into
account average time to elimination from training) show that each pilot
training failure costs $16,000. The use of selection test% for pilots
has resulted in an estimated savings of $32 million per year in training
costs.
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